Abstract. XML is becoming the standard data exchange format. View transformation of XML data is important and frequent operation in XML data integration and publishing. In schema-based view transformation, users define view schema over sources to obtain view results. This declarative approach alleviates user from writing complex scripts to perform view transformation. Current available schema formats are unable to express views with complex semantic constraints. In this paper, we introduce a semantically expressive XML data model: Object-Relationship-Attribute model for Semi-Structured data (ORA-SS), which allows users to define view schemas with rich semantic meanings. Combine with ORA-SS, we use a native XML DBMS: OrientStore to perform accurate and efficient view transformation.
Introduction
Traditionally, view is an important aspect of data processing. In the context of XML, there are two main approaches to define views over source XML data. One way is to define views or queries in script languages like XQuery [7] or XSLT [8] . The alternative approach is to define views through source schema and view schema mappings. Systems like Clio [6] fall into this category. This declarative approach alleviates user from writing complex scripts to perform view transformations. Schema mappings can then be translated into XQuery (or XSLT) scripts or sequence of operations in back-end XML query processors. In this paper, we focus on view transformation through schema mapping. View transformation via schema mapping needs an expressive XML schema representation. To see this, let us examine a sample XML document in Fig. 1(a) . It contains information about researchers working under different projects and their publication lists (Note that the publication lists are not dependant on which project the researchers work in). To use simple tree/graph-structure schema languages for view (target) schemas (very similar to the one used in Clio) causes ambiguity. For example, the view schema in Fig. 1 (c) can be interpreted in two different ways:
1. For each project, list all the papers published by project members; for each paper of the project, list all the authors of the paper.
2. For each project, list all the papers published by project members; for each paper of the project, list all the authors of the paper who are working for the project.
The different interpretations result in different view results. In this paper we introduce a XML schema representation: Object-Relationship-Attribute model for Semi-Structured data (ORA-SS) [2] , which can clearly define the semantics of source data and views. We next show how to process view transformations defined by schema mapping efficiently on a native XML DBMS OrientStore [5] .
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our XML data model ORA-SS and our native XML DBMS: OrientStore. Section 3 presents the view transformation algorithm. Section 4 shows the performance of our view transformation algorithm. Section 5 concludes the paper. 
System and Data Model for View Processing
In this section, we first introduce the conceptual data model used in view transformations. Next we give an overview over our XML DBMS: OrientStore.
ORA-SS (Object-Relationship-Attribute model for Semi-Structured data)
ORA-SS is a semantically expressive data model [2] . It has two important types of diagrams. An ORA-SS instance diagram represents a XML document while an ORA-SS schema diagram models the schema. An ORA-SS schema diagram has the following basic concepts: (1) Object Class (2) Relationship Type: Two or more object classes are connected via a relationship type in schema diagram. ORASS schema diagrams can be used to define views. Semantic meanings of views can be inferred from their ORA-SS view schemas. In Fig.2b and Fig.2c , although the two view schemas over source schema in Fig 2a look nearly identical, they represent quite different semantic meanings:
1. Fig. 2 (b) has two binary relationship types. It is designed to find all the papers published by researchers in a project; and for each paper to find all of its authors.
2. Fig. 2 (c) has only one ternary relationship type. The view is defined to find all the papers published by researchers in a project; however, for each paper Fig 2(c) only wants to finds authors working for the project.
In other words, the schema in Fig 2(b) requires that Project j, Paper p and Researcher r are on the same path in the view if j is on the same path P as p AND p is on the same path P' as r in the source data (P may not be same as P'), whereas Fig  2(c) requires j, p and r should locate on the same path in the source. 
OrientStore
OrientStore is a native XML DBMS which targets for the storage and query processing of XML data. OrientStore uses Element-Based Clustering (EBC) storage strategy. EBC treats an element node together with its attribute nodes and text nodes (if any) as a single record. Element nodes (records) with the same tag name are clustered and organized as a list. This clustering method facilitates fast retrievals of elements of the same tag and structural join [1] of two element lists, both of which are important query operations. EBC gives numbers for nodes in XML document.
Numbers for nodes in XML data tree can be calculated in the following manner: (1) The root element has number 1. (2) Perform a pre-order traversal (i.e. Document order) on the XML document. For node x:
Number(x) = Number(x.parent) + "." + position of x in x.parent's child List It is easy to see that the numbering scheme can tell if two nodes are located along the same path in constant time. As an example, for the XML file shown in Fig. 1(a) , there are four clusters allocated based on the ORASS schema in Fig. 2 
View Transformation
In this section, we present the highlight of our view transformation algorithm. We use a bottom-up view transformation algorithm. We use the view schema in Fig. 2(b) as the example. In our algorithm, the relationship Paper-Researcher in the view schema is constructed first. As Fig. 3(a) shows, we perform a structural join [1] on element clusters Paper and Researcher, with the result list sorted on object numbers of Paper. It should be noted that a merge at this stage is necessary because different occurrences of the same paper now have only partial author list. However, a normal merge (e.g. merge the three p1 instances) will result in an unsorted paper list which can't be used in subsequent structural joins. Instead we keep the order of paper objects intact and just merge the author lists for each distinct paper. To avoid duplicates, we put the merged child list under the first occurrence ONLY and let other duplicated objects point to the first copy. Next we perform another structural join on cluster project and the sorted paper list. Because project has no more parent in the view schema, we just perform a normal merge after the structural join. We can perform a DFS on the result graph to get the XML output document. In essence, object numbers are used for structural joins and object identifiers are used in merge and dupliMerge phases. The number of rounds of structural joins and merge/dupliMerge is determined by the number of relationships in the view schema. 
Experiments
In this section we present a summary of performance measurements of our view transformation algorithm. We compare our method with state-of-art XML query processing engines like SAXON [3] XSLT processor and Galax [4] XQuery processor. Our test platform is a PC with Pentium-3 867MHz CPU and 512 Mbytes RAM running Win XP. We synthesize the JRP (Project-Researcher-Paper) dataset. Fig 2b) efficiently while the running time of SAXON is unacceptable even for small files. The reason is that for each paper of a project j a document-wide search for its complete author list is required because not all the authors work for the project j.
Conclusion
The starting point of this paper is the observation of the problems with two kinds of XML view transformation systems. High level systems like Clio, which perform view transformations via schema-mapping, have problems with defining views with complex semantics. On the other hand, general systems like XSLT and XQuery processors require user to write transformation scripts themselves. Our approach also uses schema-mapping like those high-level systems; however, it performs view transformation on a native XML DBMS: OrientStore. The use of ORA-SS as underlying schema representation allows us to express view schemas with a great variety of semantic meanings. At the same time, our system requires much less time than general XML processors in processing view transformations.
